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It’s Time to Get ‘In the Know’
Digital marketing empowers businesses to create, launch, and manage their
own promotions across the internet. When marketing automation is utilized
to handle the daily aspects of campaign management and social engagement,
brand awareness increases exponentially.
Marketing automation platforms have transformed the digital marketing
world, but in order to walk the walk, and reap all of the benefits of doing
so, you must be able to talk the talk. Are you fluent in the highly technical
language of marketing automation? Most business owners aren’t, which
is why the specialists at FTx 360 have put together this comprehensive
glossary of marketing automation terms, definitions, and expressions for
your reference.
Reading The Ultimate Guide to Marketing Automation is your first step
toward increasing business revenue with marketing automation.
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Marketing Automation
Glossary:
As a quick reference guide, this convenient glossary
provides the user with basic marketing automation
terms, definitions, and usages to help them get the most

will appreciate it most. This form of marketing
automation can handle a full publication calendar
days, weeks, and months in advance, which
enables marketers to reach subscribers at the best
times on the best days to maximize clickthrough
conversions.

out of their marketing automation initiatives.

A/B Testing
A/B Testing, also called Split Testing, is a digital
marketing method wherein two different versions
of campaign content are launched, one version as a
“control” and the other as a variation. The purpose
of implementing A/B Testing is to determine
which content version performs better in terms
of increasing social engagement and improving
conversion rates. A/B Testing is most often used
for email marketing content and social media ad
campaign content, but of course it can be used to
test any digital content campaigns you wish.

Advanced Blog Post Scheduling
When are the majority of your blog subscribers
available to read the articles you publish? Rather
than publish blog posts as soon as they are written,
advanced blog post scheduling allows marketers
to publish their blog content when subscribers

Advanced Lead Scoring
Lead scoring is an analytical process that enables
marketers to determine which leads are most likely
to become buyers. Since all leads are the result of
some type of lead generation marketing campaign,
analyzing positive leads can shed light on which
marketing campaign generated the most leads.
Advanced lead scoring provides sales personnel
with automated administrative tasks to help them
push their leads through the larger sales funnel and
close deals faster.
to basic segments. However, advanced segments

Advanced Segmentation

allow the marketer to target complex audience

Advanced segmentation is a marketing automation

groups based on a dynamic array of factors, which

tool that takes basic customer segmentation to

enables them to target those groups on a granular

a whole new level. Advanced segmentation, as a

level. With advanced segmentation in place at

feature, is not always included in automated email

your company, you will be able to streamline your

campaign technology, depending on the service

targeted email campaigns, crafting each campaign

provider. Using advanced segments works similarly

with a high degree of personalization.

M a r k e t i n g
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Analytics

platform for two reasons. Posts can be published

Marketing automation analytics provide marketers

frequently to immediately engage an audience,

with valuable campaign insights that help them

and discussions are often triggered based on the

measure the success of their marketing campaigns

articles’ content. These discussions unfold in the

as well as identify trends and patterns based on

comments section beneath each post. By including

data gathered from leads. This data can then be

opt-in forms within your blog posts and automating

leveraged in future campaigns.

the publication of each article, you can effectively
convert visitors into loyal customers.

Behavioral-Based Automation
Behavior-based automation is a marketing protocol

Branching Workflow

that uses specific triggers that are based on user

The term branching workflow refers to conditional

activity. Once a customer’s behavior triggers the

rules for automation to assist lead generation and

system, a piece of personalized communication

conversion. These conditional rules present sets of

will go out to them such as an email, pop-up box,

A or B options to the lead based on the leads’ “yes”

SMS text, or push notification. These campaign

or “no” answers. Branching workflow logic first

messages contain personalized offers based on

requires marketers to define the preset conditions

products that the customer has liked, bought, or

that will trigger an automated response. Put simply,

browsed in the past, which increases the chances

when a lead says “yes” to an option, the system

of capturing the customer’s attention and enticing

is triggered and an automated response results.

them to shop.

Alternatively, when a lead says “no” to an option,
the system is triggered in the opposite direction

Blog

and automatically generates a predefined response.

Blogs that are featured on a business’ website

Branching workflows support sales personnel

build brand awareness, improve SEO, drive website

as leads are funneled through a full tree of sales

traffic, and increase revenue. Short for “web-logs,”

channels.

blogs are considered an original social media

A n a l y t i c s
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Buyer Persona

marketing campaigns they clicked on. The term

A buyer persona is a theoretical construct of a

click through rate is defined by the percentage

company’s ideal customer. The persona contains

of impressions that resulted from CTA clicks. The

various conceptual elements that are based on real-

percentage takes into account the total number

life customer data. The reason marketers develop

of users who clicked divided by the total number

buyer personas is to form consumer profiles with

of users that didn’t. Click through rates are an

which to segment their promotional campaigns for

important metric and search engines place a high

the purposes of maximizing personalization.

premium on CTRs, especially when it comes to
pay per click advertising, because the CTR

Call to Action (CTA)

measures how effective an online marketing

A call to action, or CTA, is a specific prompt that

campaign truly is.

asks customers, visitors, viewers, or listeners
to take a particular action, such as sign up for

Contact

a newsletter, share a social media post, or shop

A contact is any individual or company that a

during a seasonal sale. The term CTA most often

business has been in contact with. Business

refers to the phrasing of the prompt itself and its

contacts are typically stored in a database and

incorporation into sales pitches, email marketing

include the contacts’ phone numbers, email

campaigns, blog articles, and other digital

addresses, fax numbers, and mailing addresses.

marketing initiatives. The purpose of including

Implementing contact management automation

CTAs within marketing materials is to encourage an

empowers businesses to design specific workflows

immediate action, response, or sale.

for dealing with those contacts, from booking
appointments to scheduling conference calls to

Click Through Rate (CTR)

mailing out seasonal greeting cards.

When website visitors, email recipients, and mobile
app users click on CTAs, their actions contribute

Contact Management System (CMS)

to increasing the click through rate, or CTR, of the

Instead of writing web page code and building

websites from scratch, many businesses opt
for a content management system, or CMS.
Content management systems provide users with
technologically simplistic templates with dragand-drop features that allow them to construct
fully-functional websites and eCommerce stores
themselves, while the CMS handles all of the
basic backend infrastructure. Once a website is
established, the CMS software platform helps users
create, manage, modify, and schedule all of their
content in an organized, easy-to-execute manner.

B u y e r
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Content Marketing
A critical aspect of digital marketing, content
marketing encompasses developing, drafting, and
publishing informative materials for the purposes of
drawing and engaging an audience without directly
selling products or services. Forms of content
marketing include both written and visual content
such as blog articles, infographics, and ebooks.

Conversion
Within marketing automation, the term conversion
refers to the process of transforming website
visitors into leads, customers, loyalty program
members, or subscribers, depending on the
business’ goals.

Cost Per Lead (CPL)
A form of online lead generation, cost per lead
refers to performance-based digital advertising
wherein the advertiser pays for the number
of qualifying leads that are generated during
a campaign regardless of whether or not the
leads convert into customers. When using
CPL advertising, measuring and analyzing the
conversion rate is still necessary in order to
determine campaign performance success.

Custom Domain

implies the actual software solution a business

A custom domain, also referred to as a vanity URL,

is utilizing in order to organize, automate, and

is the branded website name that appears in the

implement every interaction it has with customers.

address bar of every web browser. Custom domains
are not free and must be purchased by a qualifying

DKIM

provider and registered.

Domain Key Identification Mail is an encryption
standard for email authentication that’s designed

Customer Relationship Management
(CRM)

to protect both the sender and the recipient from

Customer relationship management is a process,

this verification technique, DKIM uses public

or set of processes, that a business uses to interact

key cryptography, which ensures the validity and

with customers for the purposes of generating and

security of the business’ domain mail server during

finalizing sales. The abbreviation CRM typically

all email correspondences.

spam, phishing attempts, and fraud. To provide

C o n v e r s i o n s ,
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Drag-and-Drop

refers to the component on web pages that

automatically add, remove, or separate contacts

A drag-and-drop website builder enables users

changes the page’s content based on visitor data,

into segments based on a predetermined set of

to create a website without having to learn CSS

behavior, and preferences. Because these content

criteria that the business owner programs during

commands or write code. The user simply selects a

changes can be automated, dynamic content keeps

the configuration process. Since dynamic lists

basic layout theme from a library of professionally

site visitors engaged while freeing up marketers to

are fully automated, individual contacts cannot

designed templates and proceeds to drag-and-drop

focus on other tasks. As an added bonus, changing

be manually added or removed to the list. As a

widgets, fill in text, and make other alterations to

the content naturally updates the web page’s SEO,

contact’s behavior changes, their position along

personalize the site for their business. Drag-and-

which can improve search engine ranking.

the sales funnel will automatically move within
the dynamic list, or they could be automatically

drop website builders give business owners the
freedom to build their websites exactly as they

Dynamic Lists

removed altogether. These lists are not CRM-

want and easily update their web content without

Unlike static lists, dynamic lists are designed

visible, however they are ideal when contact data

having to rely on a web designer or agency.

to automate list segmentation. Dynamic lists

on a list is expected to change often.

Drip Campaign
A drip campaign is a marketing strategy that
automatically sends out a prewritten set of
messages to recipients over a period of time or in
response to certain actions those recipients take.
Each prewritten message is called a “drip” and
generally comes in the form of an email, though
SMS text and push notification drip campaigns are
becoming more popular within the realm of drip
marketing automation.

Dynamic Content
Also called adaptive content, dynamic content

We b s i t e
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Email Marketing

Filter

data can then be leveraged during future marketing

Email marketing is a direct marketing method that

Filters play a fundamental role in email marketing

campaigns.

sends promotional, branded email messages to a

list segmentation, personalization, and automation.

subscriber list for the purposes of selling products

Marketers use filters to define target recipients

Inbound Marketing

or services, increasing brand awareness, and

before sending out personalized campaigns to

Inbound marketing strategies include content

building customer loyalty. As a top digital media

segmented recipient groups. Using filters in this

marketing, SEO, social media, blogs, and other

channel, email marketing is an integral aspect

manner can lead to an increase in email campaign

digital marketing methods that draw consumers

of customer retention. Marketers can segment

conversion rates.

into a business’ marketing funnel. Inbound
marketing campaign content places an emphasis on

their subscriber lists and automate personalized
email campaigns based on subscriber preferences.

Form

personally connecting with consumers and solving

Automated email marketing can be used for

Also referred to as opt-in forms, these forms

consumer pain points, which indirectly promotes

sending welcome emails, abandoned shopping cart

appear on websites and function as data

the business’ products and solutions. Put simply,

emails, and purchase follow-ups.

collection tools. When a lead fills out an opt-in

inbound marketing is any strategy that helps

form on a website, information about the lead is

potential customers discover a business or brand.

Engagement

automatically gathered and stored. This valuable

In the world of marketing automation, the term
engagement refers to any interaction between
a business and its leads. Engagement marketing
focuses on generating regularly posted digital
content that’s designed to spark engagement with
online visitors. As an effective tool, marketing
automation is designed to boost engagement,
but the most promising engagement marketing
campaigns use compelling content, personalized
offers, and opportunities for social engagement.

E m a i l
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IP Address

them through the entire website. A landing page

accounts for the four main stages of the buyer’s

Short for Internet Protocol Address, an IP Address

funnel is the path that an online visitor takes as

journey as they convert from visitor to customer.

is a numerical label that is assigned to every

they navigate through a website. The funnel itself

These stages are awareness, interest, desire, and

internet-connected device, including those used

accounts for the four main stages of the buyer’s

action. As visitors are funneled through, marketers

within local networks. When a device connects to

journey as they convert from visitor to customer.

carefully track, monitor, and analyze the visitors’

the internet, any websites it visits log the device’s

These stages are awareness, interest, desire, and

behavior.

IP address number along with all of the device’s

action. As visitors are funneled through, marketers

online activity throughout that site. In a lot of ways,

carefully track, monitor, and analyze the visitors’

Lead Generation

an IP Address is a device’s fingerprint.

behavior.

Lead generation is a marketing strategy that aims

Lead

to reach potential customers online, introduce

Landing Page

Inherent in any landing page marketing strategy

them to products, and generate enough interest

Landing pages have many synonyms, such as a lead

is the actual funnel system that serves to attract

that these potential customers become qualified

capture page, squeeze page, and destination page,

internet users to the landing page itself and draw

leads. Lead generation strategies include all forms

to name a few. Whichever term is used, this type

them through the entire website. A landing page

of digital marketing and advertising, but blog and

of page refers to a single web page that’s used as

funnel is the path that an online visitor takes as

newsletter subscriptions, loyalty programs, and

part of a digital marketing CTA for lead generation.

they navigate through a website. The funnel itself

PPC advertisements perform best.

For example, when an internet user clicks on a
SEO search result, marketing email, or online
advertisement, they are directed to the landing
page that the marketer set up. Landing pages
typically display content that’s relevant to the user’s
search or the ad the user clicked.

Landing Page Funnel
Inherent in any landing page marketing strategy
is the actual funnel system that serves to attract
internet users to the landing page itself and draw
A d v a n c e d
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Lead Nurturing

activity, marketing communications, social

analyze, and optimize their campaigns across all

Also called drip marketing, lead nurturing takes

media interactions, and more. Data from this

digital platforms. MarTech combines marketing

place after leads have been generated but before

historical activity is logged chronologically as a

with technology, and oftentimes marketers will

those leads have completed the buying process.

comprehensive timeline, each interaction appearing

consolidate multiple MarTech solutions into a stack,

This middle ground between generating leads and

as an event within the system. Viewing a lead’s

known as a MarTech Stack. The purpose of utilizing

closing sales is the territory of nurturing leads.

history enables sales personnel to pace their

MarTech is to improve engagement with customers

Developing relationships with leads, building trust,

efforts and close sales before the lifecycle of a lead

and drive sales.

and finally convincing them to buy are all part of

expires.

Media Center

lead nurturing.

Marketing Automation Platform

A media center is a digital library where all media

Lead Scoring

Any online platform that offers marketing

files used for marketing are stored. The key

A system of evaluating leads for their conversion

automation in the form of Software as a Service,

feature of a media center is that the technology

potential, lead scoring is a ranking method used

or SaaS, is considered a marketing automation

allows marketers to trace every piece of media

by sales and marketing departments to determine

platform. These platforms provide marketers with

that is disseminated online and record data

the sales-readiness of each lead. By analyzing leads

the tools to upload, organize, and schedule all of

about the online users who have encountered or

based on behavior and ranking them numerically

their digital marketing content and campaigns,

interacted with each specific piece of media. Media

on a points metric, salespeople and marketers are

including automating social media posts, blog

centers are often integrated into automated lead

able to focus their efforts on the most promising

article posts, and email marketing campaigns.

management software, CMS, and CRM.

leads, i.e. qualified leads that are ready to seriously

Marketing automation platforms also integrate with

consider buying.

CMS and CRM to centralize all marketing into one
software solution.

Life of the Lead
Often referred to as an activity log or lead

MarTech

interaction timeline, the life of a lead captures

Shorthand for marketing technology, the term

every action, interaction, and purchase a

MarTech refers to any marketing software solution

lead has made historically, including website

that helps marketers research, strategize, execute,

Le a d s
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Metrics

that it displays correctly on all mobile devices such

In marketing, metrics refer to measurable

as smartphones, tablets, iPads, and other handheld

values used to evaluate the performance and

devices. Also known as responsive design, mobile

effectiveness of marketing campaigns across

optimization is a necessary aspect of web design

all digital channels and platforms. Examples of

and development.

metrics include total website visits, unique website
visitors, page views, retention rates, and average

Multiple Device Tracking

session duration. Not all metrics are created equal,

Also called cross-device tracking, multiple device

however, which is why many marketers rely on

tracking enables marketers to accurately record

key performance indicators, or KPIs, to analyze

online visitor interactions even if a single user

campaign performance.

visits a business’ website multiple times from
multiple devices such as their desktop computer,

Mobile CRM

smartphone, tablet, and laptop. Without multiple

An extension of customer relationship

device tracking technology in place, CRM software

management, mobile CRM provides all the

will incorrectly assume that multiple visits from

tools and technology of customer relationship

different devices is an indication of different users

management Saas, but comes packaged within

interacting with a business’ site.

a mobile app for use on any handheld device.
Mobile CRM enables sales, marketing, and

Page Tracking

customer service teams to access and manage

A tracking system to count unique visitor

key information in real time wherever an internet

impressions on each web page of a business’

connection is available.

website, page tracking is an analytics tool that
helps marketers measure the number of views each

Mobile Optimization

web page earns daily, weekly, and monthly.

This term refers to technology that automatically
resizes, rearranges, and adjusts website content so

D e v i c e s
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Pay-Per-Click (PPC)

Professional Services

information. When businesses use progressive

A form of online advertising, the pay-per-click

Within the scope of marketing automation,

profiling techniques, the visitor data they collect

model charges advertisers a fixed price every time

the term professional services refers to add-

is more accurate and the collection method never

a user clicks one of the advertiser’s online ads.

on marketing services. These services are not

slows down the visitors’ online interactions with

Bidding can influence the cost per click on certain

automated, but rather are provided by real

their website.

platforms that offer PPC advertisements, but this

professionals who charge a fixed hourly rate.

competing structure isn’t a given. PPC ads are used

Technical support and assistance, HTML and CSS

most often on Google, Amazon, Facebook, and

services, and data recovery and restoration services

Instagram.

are all examples of professional services that a
company might invest in to ensure their marketing

Point-and-Click Editor

automation runs smoothly at all times.

A term used in relation to build-your-ownwebsite platforms, point-and-click editing is a

Progressive Profiling

design feature that empowers the user to add

This term refers to a technique of collecting online

elements of code into web pages without having

visitor data in incremental stages. Progressive

to formally program that code into the backend.

profiling ensures that the visitor isn’t burdened with

Point-and-click editor allows the user to easily

having to provide too much information all at once.

add plugins, source buttons, and code snippets

Instead, as online visitors interact with a website,

among other widgets to the pages of their website

profiles based on their behaviors are organically

or eCommerce store without having to rely on a

developed behind the scenes. Examples of data

web designer. Businesses can also invest in free-

collection methods that a progressive profiling

standing point-and-click editors to create, write,

system would utilize include requesting only the

and revise their Wikipedia pages and other online

visitor’s first name and email address upon signing

business encyclopedias.

up for a newsletter subscription, as opposed to
asking for their age, gender, occupation, and other
cumbersome details in addition to the necessary

P r o f i l i n g
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Render Testing

are their financial analysis capabilities which help

Sales Pipeline

Testing is a vital aspect of the email marketing

marketers to calculate and validate the ROI of their

Elaborating on the definition of a sales funnel, a

process for marketers to confirm that their email

various digital marketing campaigns.

sales pipeline is a marketing tool that takes the
buyer’s journey and organizes actionable strategies

content will appear to recipients as intended.
Render testing is a method of verifying that all

RSS Email Syndication

and tasks to assist marketers and salespeople

email content, including images, graphics, videos,

Really simple syndication, or RSS, is a

as they usher potential customers toward the

and multimedia, will quickly load and perform

straightforward method of syndicating content

purchasing process. This term is also used to

correctly when recipients open it.

to multiple sites at once. When an RSS feed link

describe the visual representation of the four

is plugged into the backend of multiple website

stages of the buyer’s journey and where particular

Responsive Templates

destinations, for example, any content that

leads fall within that spectrum. Most CRM software

In the same vein as mobile optimization, responsive

is published on the original RSS platform will

solutions come with sales pipeline workflows to

templates are build-your-own-website templates

automatically publish to every destination using its

help users.

that have been designed to display correctly on

link. Marketers can also repurpose their website

all devices for optimal viewing. The templates

content using an RSS feed, which will disseminate

themselves are coded to automatically adapt to

that content into email newsletters and other

any screen size and orientation so that the website

marketing campaigns automatically.

looks great, functions well, and is easy to read on
computers, smartphones, and tablets.

Sales Funnel
Similar to a conversion funnel, a sales funnel is a

ROI

marketing term used to capture the buyer’s journey

ROI stands for Return on Investment. This business

as they go from curious consumer to buying

term refers to a percentage value that’s based on

customer. There are four main stages a consumer

net profit divided by the cost of investment once

will journey through in order to become a buyer—

that figure has been multiplied by 100. [Reference

awareness, interest, decision, and action.

formula: (Net Profit / Cost of Investment) x100.]
A key feature of marketing automation platforms

S a l e s
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Search Engine Optimization
SEO, or search engine optimization, refers to
the objective of driving online user traffic to a
website by elevating the website’s standing with
search engines such as Google. Ideally, businesses
want their websites to appear on the first page of
Google’s search results whenever a user is looking
for a company like theirs. Using relevant keywords
within web content optimizes search engine
ranking. Keywords are words, phrases, or questions
that a Google user might type into the search bar
in order to generate a list of possible websites
relevant to their search topic. The term SEO only
applies to non-paid, organic search results.

Segmentation

enables marketers to tailor stronger messages,

what actions they took while visiting the website.

Segmentation for marketing purposes is the

which achieve better response rates and lower

By comparing the number of visitors to the number

process of dividing your target audience into

customer acquisition costs.

of visits internet users make, marketers can analyze
the overall visitor frequency along with other

smaller groups wherein each group shares common
interests, preferences, needs, and behaviors. When

Site Visitor

metrics. This information can then be leveraged

marketing segmentation is used, marketers can

A site visitor is an internet user of a website or

during the creation and publication of additional

promote specific products or services to targeted

mobile site. Websites collect valuable visitor data,

website content to improve website traffic and

groups and see much higher sales. Sending relevant

including IP addresses and cookies, to determine

increase sales revenue.

promotional campaigns to interested consumers

how many unique site visitors have visited each
web page, where those site visitors came from, and

S E O
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Social Media

identifying trends, managing business reputation,

publishing social media posts and campaigns across

This catch-all term refers to a variety of internet

and measuring essential metrics.

platforms can be tedious and time consuming,

applications that provide users with a digital

which is why marketers use marketing automation

platform on which to create, publish, and share

Social Media Profiling

SaaS to organize, schedule, and automate the

content with their online network. Social media

A method of improving personalization in targeted

publication of their social media posts.

apps allow users to spread information, ideas,

communications and promotional campaigns,

messages, and updates via photos, videos,

social media profiling is a way of gathering user

Split Testing

multimedia, and third-party links.

insights about your followers to better understand

A synonym term for A / B Testing, split testing is

their demographics, interests, needs, and values.

a research methodology technique that involves

Social Media Conversion

Social media platforms provide marketers with

launching two different versions of a web page,

A social media conversion takes place when a

a vast amount of data, which can be analyzed

promotional campaign, or branded advertisement

user completes a desired action on social media.

and leveraged for social interactions, audience

for the purposes of analyzing which version

Oftentimes, these actions are the result of the

segmentation, audience profiling, CRM social

performs better.

CTAs that a business has devised as part of their

enrichment, and real-time triggering.

social media marketing strategy. Social media

Third Party Postback

conversions can result in a user making a purchase,

Social Media Engagement

This term refers to digital content URL data that

filling out a form, calling a business, using an online

The term social media engagement refers to

is posted back to an advertising network in order

chatbot, subscribing to a blog, downloading an app,

any type of interaction between a social media

to ensure successful optimization. In essence,

or simply visiting a website.

user and a business’ social media page. When

the postback URL allows the marketer to submit

marketers interact and communicate with users on

a link to their affiliate network, enabling a third-

Social Media Monitoring

social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,

party tracking system to record any resulting

An aspect of marketing automation, social media

Instagram, LinkedIn, Reddit, Quora, or any blog,

conversions. Postbacks are visible on shopping

monitoring refers to the process of using social

forum, or third-party review site, social engagement

cart URLs and other eCommerce transactions that

media channels to gather and track data about

increases.

use embedded codes. However, on any other sites

a chosen subject, such as a business’ brand, a

postback URLs remain hidden so that visitors can’t

targeted audience, or a post’s popularity and

Social Media Publishing

virality. Marketing automation platforms offer

Social media publishing is the act of posting digital

social media monitoring for the purposes of

content onto social media platforms. Manually

see them.

S o c i a l

M e d i a
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Time-Based Automation

Workflow

Marketers use time-based automation to simplify

Also called a program or automation program, a

the process of certain tasks that are triggered

workflow is a series of steps, tasks, or processes

by a specific date or time, such as sending out

that are taken to complete a larger objective.

emails. Time-based automation is the technology

Marketing automation workflows can incorporate

that stores and sends out content in response

a variety of complex tasks that span multiple

to triggers becoming activated. For example,

departments, channels, and functions. The

marketers can automate Happy Birthday emails

expected completion time of each task is also

to their valued customers using time-based

a factor of marketing workflows, which helps

automation so long as they’ve plugged their

managers foresee how long larger projects could

customers’ birth dates into the system and created

take to finish. Marketing automation workflows

a personalized template for the automation

also incorporate a customer journey framework so

platform to auto-fill before sending out.

that all teams and departments work collectively
towards closing sales.

Trigger
In the world of marketing automation, the term

WYSIWYG

trigger refers to a specialized procedure that is

This acronym stands for What You See Is What

stored in a database. The specialized procedure will

You Get. This term is most often used in relation to

automatically “run” or “fire” when a predetermined

build-your-own-websites that use rich text editors,

event occurs in the database system. Programmed

drag-and-drop editors, and point-and-click editors.

triggers can automate many digital marketing

These WYSIWYG platforms allow the user to

tasks, including online marketing campaigns and

quickly build and edit a website. Business owners

lead generation campaigns. By utilizing marketing

who want to avoid using HTML editors and in-line

automation triggers, businesses can maximize the

coding might opt to use a WYSIWYG web building

sales potential of their digital marketing efforts.

platform instead.

Triggers are also referred to as automation rules,
workflow starting conditions, and program feeders.

Wo r k f l o w

a n d
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How will you benefit from Marketing Automation?
FTx 360 is a full-service digital marketing agency. We provide a wide range of marketing automation services to clients of
all industries. Our marketing automation services include goal setting & strategy, platform selection & setup, lead generation &
nurturing, customer & list segmentation, email marketing campaign management, content scheduling & management, focused
targeting strategies, and so much more.
Automation is the future of the digital marketing industry, and that’s why we use the best tools to deliver desired results.
Our dedicated workforce believes in providing the best marketing automation services to our clients at amazingly affordable prices.
When you partner with FTx 360 for your marketing automation needs, you’re working with a strategic agency you can trust.

Any questions? Call FTx 360 at 888-888-8888

